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CHAPTER 3

Creative Cognition and Dopaminergic Modulation of Fronto-Striatal Networks: Integrative Review and Research Agenda

This chapter is based on:
Abstract
Creative cognition is key to human functioning, yet the underlying neurobiological mechanisms are sparsely addressed and poorly understood. Here we address the possibility that creative cognition is a function of dopaminergic modulation in fronto-striatal brain circuitries. It is proposed that (i) creative cognition benefits from both flexible and persistent processing, (ii) striatal dopamine and the integrity of the nigrostriatal dopaminergic pathway is associated with flexible processing, while (iii) prefrontal dopamine and the integrity of the mesocortical dopaminergic pathway is associated with persistent processing. We examine this possibility in light of studies linking creative ideation, divergent thinking, and creative problem-solving to polymorphisms in dopamine receptor genes, indirect markers and manipulations of the dopaminergic system, and clinical populations with dysregulated dopaminergic activity. Combined, studies suggest a functional differentiation between striatal and prefrontal dopamine: moderate (but not low or high) levels of striatal dopamine benefit creative cognition by facilitating flexible processes, and moderate (but not low or high) levels of prefrontal dopamine enable persistence-driven creativity.
Compared to other species, humans have unsurpassed ability to explore, to seek and create novelty, and to enjoy it. Such ability to create and innovate allows humans to flexibly adapt to, and prosper in, rapidly changing environments, to increase social standing and reputation, to perform complex tasks, and to make high quality decisions (Hennessey & Amabile, 2010; Miller, 2000; Nijstad et al., 2010; Runco, 2004; Sternberg, 1999). Although creativity is often seen as rather elusive (Plucker & Renzulli, 1999; Runco, 2004), psychological science converges on an operational definition of creativity as the production of outcomes (e.g., ideas, products, services) that are original, yet potentially useful (Runco & Jaeger, 2012). Creative performance is influenced by a range of cognitive process(es) such as accessing remote associations and divergent thinking, exogenous factors such as extrinsic rewards and time pressure, and characteristics of the creative person such as approach orientation (in which motivation and behavior are regulated by, and directed towards, desired and appetitive stimuli), openness to experience, intelligence, and vulnerability to psychopathology (Amabile, 1996; Baas, De Dreu, & Nijstad, 2008; Baas et al., 2016; Runco, 2004; Sternberg, 1999).

In the creativity literature, a distinction is made between ‘little c’ and ‘big C’ creativity (Gardner, 1993). Whereas ‘big C’ creativity refers to eminent creative achievements of brilliant scientists such as Marie Curie and Albert Einstein, of great inventors such as Thomas Edison, or of famous artists such as Emily Dickinson, Pablo Picasso, or The Beatles, ‘little c’ creativity refers to relatively mundane contributions and everyday creativity, expressed in people’s novel use of language, their ability to create and apply new mental categories to organize experiences, and their ability to mentally manipulate objects (Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009; Ward, Smith, & Finke, 1999). Here we focus on ‘little c’ creativity, for two reasons. First, it is important in day-to-day life: it helps us adapt to changing circumstances, to solve everyday problems, and to create new opportunities (Richards, 2007). Second, the cognitive processes that support ‘little c’ creativity may also operate in cases of ‘big C’ creativity (Guilford, 1950; Ward et al., 1999), and the study of ‘little c’ creativity may therefore contribute to a better understanding of creative genius (Nijstad et al., 2010).
Underlying the cognitive processes accounting for ‘little c’ creativity are neural circuitries that may be temporarily or more chronically (de-)activated. Uncovering such neural circuitries may thus offer a unifying framework for understanding how person and situation characteristics influence creativity. Recent advances in neurobiology and (cognitive) neuroscience converge on several candidate regions and networks in the human brain that seem to be involved in creative cognition, including prefrontal, parietal, and temporal circuitries, and the striatum (e.g., Abraham, Beudt, Ott, & von Cramon, 2012; Beaty, Benedek, Silvia, & Schacter, 2016; Mayseless, Aharon-Peretz, & Shamay-Tsoory, 2014). For instance, creativity is associated with the activation of prefrontal circuitries that are involved in the controlled manipulation of information and executive functioning (Abraham et al., 2012; Barr, Pennycook, Stolz, & Fugelsang, 2014; Benedek et al., 2013; De Dreu et al., 2012; Dietrich & Kanso, 2010; Gonen-Yaacovi et al., 2013; Mayseless & Shamay-Tsoory, 2015; Metuki, Sela, & Lavidor, 2012). Creativity also seems to be related to the striatum, which is part of a sub-cortical network involved in reward processing, habitual behavior, and flexible updating of goal representations and switching between task strategies (Abraham et al., 2012; Cools & D’Esposito, 2011; Ikemoto, 2007; Mayseless et al., 2013; Zabelina, Colzato, Beeman, & Hommel, 2016a). Interestingly, the striatum and prefrontal cortex are strongly interconnected and conditioned by the neurotransmitter dopamine (Alexander, DeLong, & Strick, 1986). Moreover, growing evidence from neurobiology shows that dopaminergic modulation of such fronto-striatal circuitries regulates the balance between flexibility and persistence (Cools et al., 2007), two key cognitive processes that support creativity (Nijstad et al., 2010).

The purpose of this review is two-fold. First, we review evidence for a functional differentiation between striatal and prefrontal dopamine: moderate (but not low or high) levels of striatal dopamine benefit creative performance by facilitating flexible processes, and moderate (but not low or high) levels of prefrontal dopamine enable persistence-driven creative outputs. Second, we aim to integrate and connect this possibility with research using standardized tests to measure creative cognition and performance conducted in social, personality, and clinical psychology. In combination, these two aims integrate recent insights
into the neural underpinnings of creative cognition and performance, and provide a research agenda for further understanding the neurocognitive underpinnings of creativity.

We proceed as follows. The following section reviews contemporary scientific approaches to (measure) human creative cognition, suggesting that creative outputs derive from two distinct yet interrelated cognitive processes—flexibility (allowing people to consider different task approaches and unconventional perspectives) and persistence (enabling people to work on creative problems attentively and thoroughly over longer periods of time). Subsequently, we summarize neurobiological work on dopaminergic modulation of fronto-striatal circuitries in relation to flexibility and persistent processing and a model of dopaminergic modulation of creativity via fronto-striatal brain circuitries is proposed. Then, we review the evidence for our model and integrate currently scattered and oftentimes indirect research evidence on the relationship between striatal and prefrontal dopamine activity, and flexibility and persistence in creativity. In the final section of this paper, we examine knowledge gaps, avenues for future research, and possibilities for creative enhancement. Here, we also address possible other neural networks and circuitries that assist creativity in addition to the fronto-striatal circuitries addressed here.

Demystifying Creativity

To study creative cognition and its underlying processes, scientists have developed and used a range of tasks and measures, some of the more frequently used ones are shown in Table 3.1. Many of these tasks directly measure creative outputs – ideas or insights that are novel yet fitting and potentially useful – but also provide good insight into the underlying cognitive processes. Consider the widely used Alternate Uses Task, in which individuals write down as many unusual ways to use a common object, such as a brick or a tin can (Guilford, 1967). Ideas are scored in terms of originality (the extent to which the ideas are unusual and novel), and in terms of underlying cognitive processes as reflected in for example fluency (the number of generated ideas) and flexibility (the number of different conceptual categories that the ideas belong to). There is good
evidence that both fluency and flexible processing benefit originality (Nijstad et al., 2010).

In addition to such open-ended idea generation tasks, creativity has been examined using insight tasks. Insight tasks typically require unexpected and unusual approaches or mental restructuring of information about a presented problem (both flexible and divergent processing), as well as the ability to engage in constrained and confirmatory search processes to identify the correct solution (Bowden, Jung-Beeman, Fleck, & Kounios, 2005; Cropley, 2006). Consider the frequently used Remote Associates Test, in which participants receive series of three words that are only remotely related to each other (e.g., falling, actor, dust) and are instructed to generate a word that relates to all of these three words (i.e., star) (Mednick, 1962). To find the correct solution, people rely on divergent thinking to sample potentially correspondent attributes and relations associated with the three provided words, but test a possible solution through convergent processing (Chermahini & Hommel, 2010; De Dreu et al., 2014; Folley & Park, 2005).

Two Pathways to Creativity

The processes listed in Table 3.1 may suggest that it is divergent, remote, and flexible thinking that promotes original ideation and creative problem solving. However, such intuition is best characterized as a half-truth according to the Dual Pathway to Creativity Model (De Dreu et al., 2008; Nijstad et al., 2010). The model expands on earlier work into creative cognition and problem-solving (e.g., Amabile, 1996; Ashby, Isen, & Turken, 1999; Mednick, 1962; Simonton, 2003; Ward et al., 1999) and conjectures that creative outputs result from two distinct cognitive processes—flexibility versus persistence. The flexibility pathway includes a broad attentional scope (a tendency to perceive holistic and global rather than detailed structures), facilitated access to semantic concepts with lower a priori accessibility, divergent thinking, and flexible switching between perspectives (Mayseless et al., 2013; Runco et al., 2011; Silvia et al., 2008). As such, the flexibility pathway incorporates a range of (lower-level) cognitive processes and skills such as switching between cognitive sets or response rules (Alexander, Hillier, Smith, Tivarus, & Beversdorf, 2007) and the inhibition of a dominant response in favor
of a more appropriate response (Dreisbach & Goschke, 2004; also see Ashby et al., 1999; Nijstad et al., 2010). Alone and in combination, these facets of flexibility typically associate with creative insight performance and original ideation (Carson et al., 2003; Chermahini & Hommel, 2012; Cretenet & Dru, 2009; De Dreu et al., 2011; Gilhooly, Fioratou, Anthony, & Wynn, 2007; Zabelina & Robinson, 2010).

In addition to the flexibility pathway, research uncovered a persistence pathway to creative cognition and performance. The persistence pathway includes more convergent, focused and systematic thinking, and prolonged and incremental search processes. The basic insight is that although incremental search and systematic processes may initially lead to obvious and readily available ideas, they will result in novel ideas and solutions after more readily available ideas have been considered and discarded (Lucas & Nordgren, 2015; Ward et al., 1999). Relative to flexible processing, persistent processing requires more mental effort and cognitive resources (Baas et al., 2013; Chermahini & Hommel, 2010; De Dreu et al., 2012; Roskes et al., 2012). Indeed, more effortful and systematic creative thinking associates with activation in prefrontal circuitries (Benedek et al., 2013; Dietrich & Kanso, 2010; Gonen-Yaacovi et al., 2013), and with working memory capacity (Barr et al., 2014; Benedek et al., 2013; De Dreu et al., 2012; Lucas & Nordgren, 2015). Accordingly, stimulating (areas within) the PFC increases creative insight performance and enhances original ideation (Cerruti & Schlaug, 2009; Mayseless & Shamay-Tsoory, 2015; Metuki et al., 2012).

**Flexibility and Persistence: Dopamine and Fronto-Striatal Networks**

Although flexible and persistent processing may independently lead to creative outputs, creativity most likely benefits from an interplay between flexibility and persistence in various stages of the creative process (Cropley, 2006; Nijstad et al., 2010; Zabelina & Robinson, 2010). For example, an individual may first engage in divergent thinking to identify many possible candidate solutions for a problem, and then examine a limited number of fruitful possibilities more fully through convergent analysis (Runco, 2004; Ward et al., 1999).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample measure</th>
<th>Sample item/description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creative personality</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS(^4)</td>
<td>Participants mark characteristics indicative of creative (e.g., original) and non-creative personality (e.g., modest).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-rated creativity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAQ(^2)</td>
<td>Participants mark recognized and concrete creative achievements in ten domains (e.g., visual arts, sciences, music). Scores for each domain are summed together to yield a creative achievement score.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDQ–R(^3)</td>
<td>Respondents indicate their perceived level of creativity in different domains (e.g., How creative would you rate yourself in dancing?).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creative products</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUT(^4)</td>
<td>Participants generate as many possible uses for an object (e.g., brick, tin can). Ideas coded for originality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brainstorm task(^5)</td>
<td>Participants generate as many possible ideas about a given topic (e.g., improve the environment). Ideas are coded for originality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drawing test(^6)</td>
<td>Participants draw as many possible figures using provided shapes (e.g., triangles). Drawings are rated for originality by coders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasta task(^7)</td>
<td>Participants generate as many possible new names for types of pasta given five examples with the same end letter. New names scored as divergent or convergent based on (different versus same) end letter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alien drawing task(^8)</td>
<td>Participants draw an alien. Creativity determined by extent to which alien diverges from mammals (e.g., asymmetric body).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collage building task(^9)</td>
<td>Participants make a collage with provided material. Creativity of product rated by experts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poem</td>
<td>Participants write a poem according to specified rules. Creativity of product rated by experts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAT</td>
<td>Participants generate a word that connects three stimulus words (e.g., black, bean, break; answer: coffee). Correct solution: yes/no.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candle task</td>
<td>Participants have to support a candle on the wall using a candle, matches, and a box of tacks. Correct solution: yes/no.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nine–dot problem</td>
<td>Participants connect nine dots in a square array by drawing four straight lines. Correct solution: yes/no.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Creative processes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Flexibility: number of different conceptual categories that ideas fall into. Persistence: number of ideas within one category, time on task, level of semantic clustering during idea generation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUT, Brainstorm task</td>
<td>Flexibility: number of divergent pasta names and switches between names with different end letters. Persistence: number of convergent pasta names and repetitions of names with the same end letter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasta task</td>
<td>Flexibility: tendency to rate non–typical exemplars of a category (e.g., camel) as members of that category (e.g., vehicle).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Creative insight, requires both convergent and divergent thinking processes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAT, Candle task, Nine–dot problem</td>
<td>- Creative insight, requires both convergent and divergent thinking processes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**References:**

Processing Modes and the Fronto-Striatal Network

This calibrated switching between processing modes requires some higher-level cognitive control (Dreisbach & Goschke, 2004; Zabelina & Robinson, 2010) and indeed, optimal creative performance benefits from moderate rather than extreme levels of either flexibility or persistence. Whereas extreme flexibility without any focus results in distractibility and “weird” rather than creative ideas, excessive persistence without any flexibility produces rigid thinking and “boring” rather than creative ideas (Dreisbach & Goschke, 2004; Durstewitz & Seamans, 2008; Nijstad et al., 2010). Thus, optimal creative performance requires both flexibility and persistence, and sub-optimal creativity emerges when flexibility is overexcited at the expense of persistence or, alternatively, persistence is overexcited at the expense of flexibility.

Growing evidence links creative cognition and performance, along with the regulation of the balance between flexibility and persistence, to activation in the fronto-striatal circuitry. This circuitry is comprised of several distinct but interconnected brain areas, two of which are particularly relevant to creativity: the striatum and the PFC. The subcortical striatum, the primary input structure of the basal ganglia, is involved in diverse functions, such as reward processing and habit learning, as well as flexibility-supporting processes including the updating of goal representations and the shifting of task strategies (Ikemoto, 2007; Kehagia, Murray, & Robbins, 2010). The PFC is generally known for processes associated with executive control of behavior, such as the maintenance of goal and task representations in working memory, planning, attentional control, and the suppression of distractors (Kane & Engle, 2002; Miller & Cohen, 2001). It is involved in persistence, controlled manipulation of information and executive functioning (Barr et al., 2014; Dietrich & Kanso, 2010; Gonen-Yaacovi et al., 2013; Metuki et al., 2012).

If creative performance requires and relies on a proper balance between flexibility and persistence, and flexibility and persistence are associated with striatal and prefrontal activation, it follows that creative cognition and performance requires a balance within the fronto-striatal network, rather than excessive activation within either the striatum or the PFC. Indeed, outside of the
domain of creative cognition, growing evidence reveals that the PFC and striatum are strongly interconnected (Alexander et al., 1986), and that the balance between persistent maintenance of goal and task representations in working memory, and the flexible updating of goal representations and shifting of task strategies, is conditioned by interactions between these brain areas (Cools et al., 2007; Frank et al., 2001; McNab & Klingberg, 2008). Furthermore, recent work indicates that divergent thinking is associated with increased gray matter density in several fronto-striatal areas, including the caudate nucleus of the striatum (Jauk et al., 2015; Takeuchi et al., 2010a), and stronger connectivity between the striatum and frontal areas (Erhard, Kessler, Neumann, Ortheil, & Lotze, 2014; Takeuchi et al., 2010b).

**Dopaminergic Pathways in the Fronto-Striatal Network**

Critical in this interplay between the striatum and the PFC is the neurotransmitter dopamine (Frank et al., 2001; Goldman-Rakic, 1992; Kellendonk et al., 2006; Krugel, Biele, Mohr, Li, & Heekeren, 2009; Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2005; Wallace, Vytlacil, Nomura, Gibbs, & D’Esposito, 2011). Synthesized in the subcortical ventral tegmental area (VTA) and substantia nigra, dopamine is projected onto a number of brain areas, including the striatum and PFC, via various dopaminergic pathways (Alexander et al., 1986). Together, as schematically illustrated in Figure 3.1, these pathways form a complex network that regulates itself through reciprocal connections between brain areas and inhibitory autoreceptors.

Within this dopaminergic network, dopamine is projected onto striatal and PFC regions via the nigrostriatal and the mesocortical pathway (e.g., Durstewitz & Seamans, 2008; Frank et al., 2001).³ The nigrostriatal pathway regulates dopamine levels first and foremost in the dorsal striatum in the basal ganglia (Alexander et al., 1986). There it facilitates attentional shifts and updating when new information in the environment becomes available (Frank et al., 2001; Kehagia et al., 2010; Leber, Turk-Browne, & Chun, 2008; Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2005). The mesocortical pathway, in contrast, originates in the VTA and innervates prefrontal areas where it supports working memory processes and sustained attention (Goldman-Rakic, 1992). Accordingly, dopamine levels in the
PFC facilitate cognitive control and reduce distractibility (Durstewitz & Seamans, 2008; Vijayraghavan, Wang, Birnbaum, Williams, & Arnsten, 2007). Much as increased flexibility seems to pair to reduced persistence and vice versa (Nijstad et al., 2010), increasing levels of dopamine in the striatum seem to associate with decreases in dopamine levels in the PFC, and vice versa (Akil et al., 2003; Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2005). Put differently, within the fronto-striatal network, there appears to be a flexibility-persistence tradeoff that is modulated by striatal dopamine relative to prefrontal dopamine (Cools & D’Esposito, 2011; Cools et al., 2007; Dodds et al., 2008; Frank, 2005; Wallace et al., 2011). Evidence for this comes from studies that examined the effects of specific dopamine-enhancing drugs. Some drugs stimulate D1-type receptors, the most abundant receptor type in the PFC (Lidow, Goldman-Rakic, Gallager, & Rakic, 1991), whereas other drugs stimulate D2-type receptors, which is most prevalent in the sub-cortical areas and the striatum (Camps, Cortés, Gueye, Probst, & Palacios, 1989). Whereas administering D1-stimulating drugs enhances working memory capacity and cognitive control (Durstewitz & Seamans, 2008; Vijayraghavan et al., 2007), D2-stimulating drugs promote cognitive flexibility (Dodds et al., 2009; Mehta, Manes, Magnolfi, Sahakian, & Robbins, 2004). Moreover, whereas overstimulating D1 receptors results in rigid, perseverative thinking—new information is blocked and screened out and mental representations are no longer updated (Durstewitz & Seamans, 2008; Vijayraghavan et al., 2007), overstimulating D2 receptors associates with exceeding levels of distractibility (Durstewitz & Seamans, 2008; Kellendonk et al., 2006).

This dopamine-conditioned flexibility-persistence tradeoff within the fronto-striatal network has three important implications for our understanding of creative performance. The first implication is that when striatal dopamine exceeds prefrontal dopamine, the fronto-striatal network biases towards flexibility (Cools et al., 2007; Dodds et al., 2008), and creative performance may be the outcome of flexible rather than persistent processing. When, in contrast, prefrontal dopamine exceeds striatal dopamine, the fronto-striatal network biases towards persistence, and creative performance may be the outcome of
Figure 3.1. (a) Main dopaminergic pathways in the brain. (b) Proposed model of dopaminergic modulation of creativity through processes related to flexibility and persistence. (c) Hypothesized relationships between striatal and prefrontal dopamine levels and creative performance.
persistent rather than flexible processing. Second, the balance between flexibility and stability is disturbed when dopaminergic activity in either the PFC or striatum is too high or low. That is, too much (little) dopaminergic activity in the striatum (PFC) may lead to distractibility, whereas too much (little) dopaminergic activity in the PFC (striatum) may lead to rigidity. This implies an inverted-U-shaped function between fronto-striatal dopamine and creative performance (see Figure 3.1), so that intermediate levels of dopamine optimize task performance because of a proper balance between flexibility and persistence. Exceedingly low or high levels of dopamine impair performance because they drive either towards distractibility (i.e., flexibility without persistence), or to rigidity (persistence without flexibility) (also see Cools & D’Esposito, 2011; Durstewitz & Seamans, 2008; Vijayraghavan et al., 2007).

The third implication is that manipulating dopamine levels can have opposing effects in healthy participants with high and low initial dopamine levels (Arnsten, 1998; Cools & D’Esposito, 2011; Seamans & Yang, 2004). Whereas adding dopamine to someone with high baseline dopamine may result in distractibility, the same dose may optimize performance in someone with low baseline dopamine. For example, in patients with early Parkinson’s disease, nigrostriatal dopamine levels are impeded while the mesocortical pathway is largely intact. Without medication, these patients show reduced cognitive flexibility relative to healthy controls. When treated with dopamine-triggering drugs, such impaired flexibility can be largely rescued (Cools, Barker, Sahakian, & Robbins, 2001; Frank, 2005; Swainson et al., 2000). Taken together, creative cognition is a function of the interaction between flexibility and persistence, which is controlled by dopaminergic modulation in fronto-striatal regions of the human brain. When striatal dopamine exceeds prefrontal dopamine, the fronto-striatal network biases towards flexibility, and creative performance may result particularly from flexible processing and when prefrontal dopamine exceeds striatal dopamine, the fronto-striatal network biases towards persistence, and creative performance may result particularly from persistent processing. However, overexciting nigrostriatal dopamine relative to mesocortical dopamine links to overexcited flexibility relative to persistence, with distractibility and
“weird” ideas as a probable outcome. Overexciting mesocortical dopamine relative to nigrostriatal dopamine links to overexcited persistence relative to flexibility, with rigidity of thought and “boring” ideas as a probably outcome. Put differently: the balance between flexibility and stability is disturbed when dopaminergic activity in either the PFC or striatum is too high or low. That is, too much (little) dopaminergic activity in the striatum (PFC) may lead to increased distractibility and “weird” ideas, whereas too much (little) dopaminergic activity in the PFC (striatum) may lead to increased rigidity and “boring” ideas.

Evidence for Dopaminergic Modulation of Creative Performance

Different lines of research support the possibility that fronto–striatal dopaminergic activity links to flexibility and persistence, and to creative cognition and performance in an inverted–U-shaped fashion (per Figure 3.1). This section reviews this work. We begin with studies suggesting the involvement of striatal dopamine in modulating flexible processes, followed by a review of preliminary evidence suggesting a role for prefrontal dopamine in modulating persistent processes. These studies often target different aspects of the dopaminergic modulation of (interactions among) neural circuitries. Some studies examined (genetic and behavioral markers of) dopamine receptor availability, allowing for a rather precise inference about the functioning of the nigrostriatal versus mesocortical dopamine in creative cognition and performance. Other studies compare medication with a dopamine agonist or antagonist to placebo treatments, thus allowing for causal inferences and, in some cases, inferences about the specific role of (nigro)striatal versus mesocortical and prefrontal dopamine. Finally, there are studies comparing healthy controls to patients with a disorder with strong dopaminergic dysregulation (e.g., Parkinson’s disease, bipolar disorder; Johnson et al., 2012; Polner, Nagy, Takáts, & Kéri, 2015). Although each approach has its limitations, the available evidence combined points to a functional differentiation between striatal and prefrontal dopamine in modulating flexible and persistent creative processes, with creative performance as its key end-state.
Dopaminergic Modulation of Flexibility

First evidence for dopaminergic modulation of creativity in the striatum comes from studies showing that dopamine D2 receptor functioning is related to creative performance on standardized tests. Although D2 receptors are also present in the PFC, they are 11 times more prevalent in the striatum (Camps et al., 1989). The role of dopaminergic D2 receptors in creativity is supported by findings from genetic studies showing that the dopamine D2 (DRD2) receptor gene is associated with enhanced verbal fluency, flexibility, and originality during divergent thinking (Reuter et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2014a). Other studies considered spontaneous eye blink rate—an indirect marker of D2 receptor availability (Groman et al., 2014). Resonating with the established inverted-U-shaped relationship between striatal dopamine and cognitive flexibility (e.g., Kellendonk et al., 2006), Chermahini and Hommel (2010, 2012) observed that participants with medium eye blink rates showed more flexibility in divergent thinking, whereas participants with either low or high eye blink rates were less flexible in divergent thinking. Finally, positive mood induction, presumably associated with increased dopamine release in the brain (Ashby et al., 1999; Dreisbach & Goschke, 2004), increased both eye blink rates and flexible divergent thinking, but in individuals with low baseline dopamine levels only (Chermahini & Hommel, 2012). Together, these studies suggest that dopamine D2 receptor functioning, which most strongly affects striatal activity, associates with creativity through flexibility and this relationship follows an inverted-U-shaped function. Further supporting this suggestion, a recent study showed that the effect of methylphenidate (a psychostimulant that enhances both dopamine and noradrenaline levels in the brain; Kuczenski & Segal, 1997) on divergent thinking depended on baseline levels of novelty seeking, a personality trait that is often associated with dopaminergic functioning (Depue & Collins, 1999; Gvirts et al., 2016). In this study, methylphenidate (vs. placebo) administration improved creativity in participants with low baseline levels of novelty seeking, but impaired performance in participants with high baseline levels of novelty seeking (Gvirts et al., 2016).
Other preliminary evidence for the role of striatal dopamine in flexibility and creativity comes from treatment studies in Parkinson’s disease. In addition to deficient levels of noradrenaline (Scatton, Javoy-Agid, Rouquier, Dubois, & Agid, 1983), patients with Parkinson’s disease have depleted nigrostriatal dopamine concentrations, and impaired cognitive flexibility and creative flexibility on standardized tests (Canesi, Rusconi, Isaias, & Pezzoli, 2012; Cools et al., 2001; Swainson et al., 2000). This flexibility impairment can be remedied by treatment with dopaminergic medication (Cools et al., 2001; Swainson et al., 2000), with enhanced creative performance as a possible outcome (Inzelberg, 2013). For example, in patients with beginning Parkinson’s disease but not in healthy controls, divergent thinking abilities improved after patients started taking dopaminergic medication (Polner et al., 2015), and medicated Parkinson’s disease patients generated even more original ideas on a divergent thinking task than healthy controls (Faust-Socher, Kenett, Cohen, Hassin-Baer, & Inzelberg, 2014).

**Dopaminergic Modulation of Persistence**

A number of studies established a link between creativity and dopaminergic polymorphisms, genetic variations that result in individual differences in dopamine functioning. Mayseless and colleagues (2013) compared non-carriers to carriers of the 7-repeat (7R) allele of the dopamine D4 (DRD4) receptor gene. This receptor gene is predominantly (but not exclusively) expressed in cortical areas and non-carriers have presumably higher prefrontal dopamine receptor functioning (Langley et al., 2004). Non-carriers were less flexible during idea generation, but because the originality of their ideas was left intact (Mayseless et al., 2013), although speculative, their original thinking most likely resulted from enhanced ability to persist.

Several other studies examined the creative correlates of genetic differences in the efficacy of catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT), an enzyme that is involved in the breakdown of prefrontal dopamine (Matsumoto et al., 2003). The COMT Val158Met polymorphism influences cognitive control and working memory (Malhotra et al., 2002). In carriers of the low-activity COMT Val158met allele, prefrontal dopamine levels are higher than in carriers of the more active COMT Val158val allele. Low activity met carriers were less flexible than val
carriers in adapting their behavior to changing task demands (Krugel et al., 2009), yet more fluent (Murphy, Runco, Acar, & Reiter-Palmon, 2013; Runco et al., 2011; Zabelina et al., 2016a) and original (Zabelina et al., 2016a; Zhang et al., 2014b) during standardized creative tasks. In other words, those individuals with genetic predisposition to high prefrontal dopaminergic activity appear less flexible but more fluent and original in idea generation.

Dopaminergic modulation of persistence is further suggested by a study investigating the effects of tyrosine administration on convergent and divergent creative processes (Colzato et al., 2014). In addition to increasing noradrenaline levels in the brain (Hase, Jung, & aan het Rot, 2015), the amino acid L-Tyrosine acts as a precursor of dopamine (Acworth, During, & Wurtman, 1988; Hase et al., 2015). Tyrosine counteracts the cognitive effects of sleep deprivation (Magill et al., 2003) and facilitates executive control during a cognitively demanding task (Colzato, Jongkees, Sellaro, & Hommel, 2013). Accordingly, tyrosine intake enhanced convergent but not divergent thinking on creative insight tasks (Colzato et al., 2014), suggesting that tyrosine supported, through enhanced prefrontal dopamine, the more persistence-related processes underlying creative performance.

**Clues from Creative Processes in (Sub)Clinical Populations**

If dopamine availability indeed modulates creativity and its underlying cognitive processes, we would expect chronic disturbances in the dopaminergic system to be associated with predictable deficits or improvements in creative performance. Two broad classes of psychiatric disorders—schizophrenia and schizotypal traits, and bipolar mood disorders—are well documented to exhibit dopaminergic abnormality. Schizophrenia is a mental illness that is characterized by psychotic symptoms (hallucinations and delusions; also termed positive symptoms), flattened affect and apathy (termed negative symptoms) and cognitive impairments, such as disorganized thought and working memory deficits (Laruelle, Kegeles, & Abi-Dargham, 2003). These symptoms result from extensive deregulation of the dopaminergic system. Dopaminergic hyperactivity in the striatum presumably underlies the positive symptoms of schizophrenia, whereas dopaminergic hypoactivity in the PFC has been proposed to give rise to
negative symptoms and cognitive impairments (Durstewitz & Seamans, 2008; Kellendonk et al., 2006; Laruelle et al., 2003).

People with subclinical schizotypal traits (e.g., mild levels of perceptual aberrations, hallucinations, and eccentric behavior) have minor dopaminergic deregulation, as compared to those with full-blown schizophrenia. On standardized tests, these subclinical types display enhanced creative flexibility relative to healthy controls. For example, research shows striatal involvement in low latent inhibition, the lowered capability to filter out from attentional focus those stimuli that were previously experienced as irrelevant (Fletcher & Frith, 2009; Swerdlow et al., 2003). Low latent inhibition is associated with higher creativity through flexibility: during a creativity task, more seemingly irrelevant concepts and information enter working memory, which in turn increases the span of elements to work with, leading to more flexible and original responses (e.g., Acar & Sen, 2013; Carson et al., 2003). Importantly, low latent inhibition—which typically facilitates flexibility—is not only observed in psychotic schizophrenia patients (Baruch, Hemsley, & Gray, 1988a), but also in healthy participants with a high number of schizotypal personality traits (Baas et al., 2016; Baruch, Hemsley, & Gray, 1988b). Interestingly, however, the relationship between these schizotypal traits and creativity follows an inverted-U-shaped function. Subclinical positive symptoms associate with enhanced creativity (Acar & Sen, 2013; Carson et al., 2003; Folley & Park, 2005), whereas more severe schizophrenic symptoms associate with impaired creative performance on both verbal and visual divergent thinking tasks (Abraham, Windmann, McKenna, & Güntürkün, 2007).

A similar inverted-U-shaped relationship between dopamine availability and creativity is seen in studies involving individuals with bipolar disorder. In bipolar spectrum disorders, such as bipolar II disorder and cyclothymia, people alternate between episodes of depressed mood and hypomania (Berk & Dodd, 2005). During (hypo)manic episodes, patients are extremely energetic, sociable, impulsive, easily distracted, and have a decreased need for sleep (Johnson et al., 2012). People with (hypo)manic symptoms have impaired working memory and executive function (Cousins, Butts, & Young, 2009; Martínez-Aráñ et al., 2004), are highly sensitive to external reward cues and engage in more goal-directed
activities (Alloy et al., 2008; O’Sullivan, Szczepanowski, El-Deredy, Mason, & Bentall, 2011). These symptoms are typically associated with a hyperdopaminergic state in the brain and with structural differences in dopaminergic areas, including the striatum (Cousins et al., 2009; O’Sullivan et al., 2011; Strakowski, Delbello, & Adler, 2005). Healthy participants who report a large number of hypomanic symptoms report and show more creative performance than people without such symptoms (Baas et al., 2016; Furnham, Batey, Anand, & Manfield, 2008; Johnson et al., 2012). However, those individuals with more severe symptoms show similar levels of creative performance compared to people without such symptoms (Richards, Kinney, Lunde, Benet, & Merzel, 1988; Santosa et al., 2007; Srivastava et al., 2010).

Taken together, the results of studies with schizophrenic and schizotypal, as well as bipolar spectrum disorder, all resonate with the possibility that creative outcomes are conditioned by fronto-striatal dopamine in an inverted-U-shaped fashion. While psychopathologies associate with disturbances in a range of neurobiological, cognitive, and motivational variables (Cousins et al., 2009; Ettinger, Meyhöfer, Steffens, Wagner, & Koutsouleris, 2014), these studies provide otherwise convergent evidence for the possibility that dopamine modulates creative cognition and performance.

**Summary and Avenues for Research**

The flexibility and persistence pathways underlying creative performance (Nijstad et al., 2010) can be meaningfully traced to activation within and between striatal and prefrontal regions within the human brain, and dopaminergic modulation thereof. More specifically, nigrostriatal dopamine facilitates flexibility and controls the flow of new information into working memory, allowing people to switch between different task approaches and to consider more remotely associated concepts (cf. Dodds et al., 2009; Frank et al., 2001; McNab & Klingberg, 2008). Mesocortical dopamine, on the other hand, supports prefrontal functionalities such as the maintenance and manipulation of representations in working memory (De Dreu et al., 2012; Durstewitz & Seamans, 2008; Frank et al., 2001), allowing for persistence.
New Insights

The present analysis provides three non-trivial insights. First, the relationships between dopamine and flexible and persistent creative processes seem to follow an inverted-U-shaped function: too much (little) dopaminergic activity in the striatum (PFC) manifests in distractibility, whereas too much (little) dopaminergic activity in the PFC (striatum) manifests in rigidity (cf. Kellendonk et al., 2006; Seamans & Yang, 2004; Vijayraghavan et al., 2007). Both distractibility and rigidity are antithetic to creative cognition and performance. Rather than “just” dopamine, or “just” striatal or prefrontal activation, creative cognition and performance requires a balance within the dopaminergic fronto-striatal network, and depends on interactions among nigrostriatal and mesocortical dopamine. This leads to the second implication: the effects of increasing or reducing dopamine in the brain strongly depends on the participants’ baseline dopamine levels. Specifically, up-regulating striatal dopamine in individuals with high (low) baseline levels can bias cognition and performance away from (towards) creativity and into (away from) distractibility. Likewise, up-regulating mesocortical dopamine in individuals with high (low) baseline levels can bias cognition and performance away from (toward) creativity and into (away from) rigid perseverance. Understanding this is crucial in new research, to which we turn shortly.

Because dopaminergic interventions interact with individual baseline levels of dopamine, a third and more actionable implication is that dopaminergic drugs, such as methylphenidate and amphetamine, provided to healthy people can both reduce or enhance creative performance (cf. Farah, Haimm, Sankoorikal, & Chatterjee, 2009; Gvirts et al., 2016; Mehta et al., 2004). Likewise, whereas some neuropsychiatric disorders that are associated with excessive low creative thinking may benefit from dopamine treatment, such treatment may have adverse effects in disorders and pathologies that associate with high creativity. For example, individuals diagnosed with depression are typically low in creativity and flexible thinking (Baas et al., 2016), and may benefit, in terms of creative performance, from dopaminergic medication. Individuals diagnosed with mania, in contrast, are typically more flexible and creative (Baas et al.,
2016) and may become exceedingly distractible when given dopaminergic medication.

The framework presented here fits and integrates scattered evidence from studies looking at genetic markers of dopamine receptors, effects of drug administration, indirect markers of dopaminergic activation, and psychopathological disturbances. At the same time, however, the evidence is oftentimes indirect, and parts of the framework receive stronger support than others. First, the available evidence does not always clearly distinguish between the role of dopamine and that of other neuromodulators such as noradrenaline and serotonin. This is especially the case when considering neuropsychological pathologies and disorders, that typically have high comorbidity (Baas et al., 2016; Borsboom & Cramer, 2013) and in which multiple neural systems and circuitries are involved and dysregulated. Another example is the finding that intranasal administration of oxytocin – a neuropeptide implicated in enhanced approach and reduced withdrawal tendencies (Carter, 2014; De Dreu & Kret, 2016) – promotes flexibility, divergent thinking, and creative insight performance (De Dreu et al., 2014). Most likely such creativity-promoting effects of oxytocin can be attributed to its effects on dopaminergic modulation in the striatum (De Dreu, Baas, & Boot, 2015; Donaldson & Young, 2008), but it cannot be excluded that it (also) emerges because of reduced cortisol responses and fear signaling in the amygdalar–hippocampal circuit (Meyer-Lindenberg, Domes, Kirsch, & Heinrichs, 2011).

**New Research Targets**

Two specific targets of new research can be identified. First and foremost, new research is needed that focuses on obtaining direct evidence for dopamine involvement in creative processes. This could be achieved by manipulating dopamine levels in healthy individuals using dopaminergic agonists and antagonists, ideally by combining them in pretreatment studies (e.g., Gvirts et al., 2016; Piray, den Ouden, van der Schaaf, Toni, & Cools, 2015; van der Schaaf et al., 2014). Earlier work successfully used these methods to investigate the role of dopamine in cognitive flexibility (Alexander et al., 2007), latent inhibition (Swerdlow et al., 2003), and working memory (Cools et al., 2007). A next
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Generation of studies could advance these basic insights to directly measure creative performance. Such new work could specifically test the hypothesis that drugs that predominantly elevate or decrease striatal dopamine levels will impact flexible thinking, with different effects in participants with high and low baseline dopamine levels (e.g., Chermahini & Hommel, 2012). Similarly, drugs that particularly regulate prefrontal dopamine can be expected to alter persistence-related processes, again depending on participants' baseline dopamine levels (Cools & D'Esposito, 2011; Durstewitz & Seamans, 2008).

Second, the present framework points to specific interactions between neuropharmacological manipulations of striatal and prefrontal dopamine levels on the one hand, and situational factors on the other. Especially the persistence pathway to creativity hinges on the availability of working memory capacity, and is for example blocked or harmed by cognitive load and time pressure (De Dreu et al., 2012; Roskes et al., 2012). Accordingly, up-regulating prefrontal dopamine should promote creative performance, through enhanced persistent processing, more when working memory capacity is intact rather than loaded and when time pressure is mild rather than severe. In contrast, the flexibility pathway is easily activated when individuals feel happy, when an approach-orientation is activated, or when individuals adopt a long-term rather than short-term time-perspective (e.g., Baas et al., 2008; Cretenet & Dru, 2009; De Dreu et al., 2008). Under such benign circumstances, neuropharmacological enhancement of striatal dopamine may result in mere distractibility, rather than creativity-conducive flexibility.

Beyond the Fronto-Striatal Network

We focused here on dopamine as the key neurotransmitter involved in creative cognition and behavior, and in particular dopaminergic modulation of the nigrostriatal and mesocortical pathways. We left aside the mesolimbic dopamine pathway, which also projects to parts of the striatum and prefrontal cortex (Alexander et al., 1986), and may influence creativity through its role in reward processing and appetitive motivation (Ikemoto, 2007; Schultz, 2002). Approach orientation—in which behavior is regulated towards rewarding stimuli—associates with dopaminergic activation (Depue & Collins, 1999), and is associated with greater flexibility, originality, and better insight performance.
when temporarily induced (Baas et al., 2011; Cretenet & Dru, 2009; Roskes et al., 2012), or measured as a chronic trait (Baas et al., 2013; Carver & White, 1994; De Dreu et al., 2011; Furnham et al., 2008). Thus, whereas the nigrostriatal and mesocortical dopamine pathways condition creative cognition, dopaminergic modulation of the mesolimbic pathway may be primarily involved in the motivation to perform creatively.

In addition to dopamine and dopaminergic circuitries, human behavior and cognition is modulated by other brain circuitries and a range of other neurotransmitters including, for example, serotonin, noradrenaline and acetylcholine (Cools, 2012; Robbins & Roberts, 2007). We singled out dopamine because of the wealth of research on non-human animal behavior aligning with more recent work on human cognitive performance, because of the growing evidence for the role of dopaminergic modulation of creative cognition and performance and, finally, because of the specific function of dopamine in the set of neural structures that have been implicated in human creativity. However, while dopamine emerges as a prime candidate neurotransmitter influencing human creativity, future work should not shy away from exploring the role of other neurochemicals (Arnsten, 1998; Cools, 2012; De Dreu et al., 2015; Robbins & Roberts, 2007). In fact, prefrontal noradrenaline is thought to modulate the balance between “exploration” and “exploitation” behavior by facilitating both stabilization of salient information in working memory and attentional shifts to alternative opportunities in the environment (Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005; Berridge & Waterhouse, 2003) and may enable the persistence pathway to creativity. In addition, creative ideas are not generated in a vacuum but build on existing knowledge and in interaction with the external environment (Baer, 2016; Nijstad et al., 2010). This requires the activation of other brain structures, including parietal–temporal regions, that are involved in the processing of sensory input, memory retrieval, and language processing (e.g., Abraham et al., 2012; De Manzano, Cervenka, Karabanov, Farde, & Ullén, 2010; Shamay-Tsoory, Adler, Aharon-Peretz, Perry, & Mayseless, 2011; Takeuchi et al., 2010b). Ultimately, creative cognition requires the dynamic interactions of large-scale brain systems (cf. Beaty et al., 2016).
Measuring Creative Cognition

Aside from the specific roles of dopamine in the fronto-striatal circuitry, our review highlights the importance of the way creativity is operationalized and measured. For example, standardized creativity tasks that capitalize on convergent and persistent processing, such as the Remote Associates Test, may benefit more from neuromodulation of the PFC than creativity tasks that more strongly rely on flexibility and divergent thinking. In addition, tracking the involvement of dopamine and other neurotransmitters in creative, divergent and persistent thinking requires the manipulation of neurotransmitters while treated subjects perform creativity tasks. Alternatively, dopaminergic involvement can be tracked in PET studies (cf. De Manzano et al., 2010), although it could be difficult to fit the measurement of creative processes with the requirements of PET imaging (Abraham & Windmann, 2007; Boot, Baas, Mühlfeld, De Dreu, & Van Gaal, 2017a). PET has very low temporal resolution and it requires the selection of suitable comparison tasks, which is challenging. In either case, a theory-driven, calibrated choice of tasks, designs, and procedures is necessary to further understand the sometimes inconsistent findings on the neurocognitive underpinnings of creativity (Dietrich & Kanso, 2010).

Concluding Remarks

Creative performance is a function of both flexible and persistent processing, and the extent to which these pathways are engaged differs between individuals, and is conditioned by situational factors. Both individual differences in, and the temporary impact of situational factors on flexibility and persistence may be understood in terms of regulatory processes within and between components of the fronto-striatal network. Whereas dopaminergic activity in the striatum enables flexibility, dopaminergic modulation of the prefrontal cortex permits stability and persistence. Chronic disturbances in striatal and/or prefrontal dopamine regulation may be key to individual differences in creative performance, with severe dopaminergic dysregulation accounting for excessively low or high creativity in patients with, for example, Parkinson’s disease or schizophrenia. Likewise, more transient states such as mood, fatigue, or time pressure, permit or inhibit creativity because of dopaminergic activity in the
striatum and/or the prefrontal cortex. Importantly, over-activation of the striatum relative to the prefrontal cortex manifesting itself in exceeding levels of distractibility, and under-activation leading to perseverant rigidity of thought. As such, rather than “just” increased dopamine regulation of striatal or prefrontal circuitries, it is the fine balance in dopaminergic regulation of the fronto-striatal network that permits and enables individuals to think and perform creatively.
Footnotes

1 The relationship between little c and big C creativity is not necessarily straightforward. For example, the relationship between creative performance on laboratory tasks and creative achievements outside of the laboratory (e.g., in the classroom, or in one’s profession) can be rather weak (Baer, 2011b; Kim, 2008). A discussion of possible explanations in terms of measurement issues, the role of domain-specific expertise, and state/trait-based moderators is beyond the scope of this article (but see, e.g., Baer, 2011a; Kaufman, 2016; Runco & Acar, 2012; Simonton, 2007).

2 Within the cognitive neurosciences and psychology, the term flexibility is used to refer to a variety of cognitive processes or skills (Eslinger & Grattan, 1993; Ionescu, 2012; Zabelina et al., 2015), including switching between cognitive sets or response rules (Kehagia et al., 2010), inhibition of a dominant response in favor of a more appropriate response (Dreisbach & Goschke, 2004), manipulation of information in working memory (Durstewitz & Seamans, 2008), and goal-directed exploration (Cools, 2012). In addition, different types of flexibility associate with activity in different parts of the brain (e.g., Eslinger & Grattan, 1993; Ravizza & Carter, 2008). We refrain here from solving this definitional issue. However, to avoid confusion, we refer to flexibility as the ease with which people break the set of typical associations and consider different perspectives or alternatives during idea generation or problem solving (Ashby et al., 1999; Nijstad et al., 2010); cognitive flexibility is used to refer to the ease with which people can switch among different tasks, sets, strategies, or goal representations (Alexander et al., 2007). We emphasize that measures of cognitive flexibility positively associate with indicators of flexibility (Carson et al., 2003; Gilhooly et al., 2007; Zabelina & Robinson, 2010).

3 Along with the mesocortical pathway, the mesolimbic pathway projects from the VTA to limbic areas and the ventral striatum. Mesolimbic DA mediates processes associated with appetitive motivation and reward prediction (Ikemoto, 2007; Schultz, 2002), and may indirectly influence creative performance through motivational processes. We will return to this issue in the discussion.